The Button Files
Newsletter of the Warburton Society

Editor:
Ray Warburton - ray1warburton@gmail.com
The Warburton Website: http://warburton.onename.net
This document lists the articles that appear in
each Newsletter.

Issue 1
• Nonconformists in Hale which includes
the annexation of Ringway Chapel, my
ancestor’s involvement, and impacts on my
genealogical research.
• Triangulation which is an explanation of
DNA results and their use in Family History.
• Colonel Robert Warburton 1811-63 I had
planned the first article to be on Robert’s son,
also called Robert, but the circumstances of
his son’s birth are so dramatic in their own
right that I decided to focus firstly on his
parents, and to save Robert junior for a later
issue.
Issue 2
• Who was Bancroft’s Mother which
explores the facts, and indulges in some
speculations about the origins of Bancroft
Warburton, the base son of Elizabeth
Warburton and John Bancroft who was
baptised at Bowdon St Mary in 1738.
• My Phylogenetic Tree which explores the
consequences of my DNA matches.
• Rolling Your Own Life This is my first
member submission, and I hope it will
encourage more of you to come forward. It is
the story of Fred Warburton,
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Issue 3
• A Confusing Family which describes the
problems I had matching a documented
history of a family who emigrated to Utah
with facts in the historical record.
• DNA Project Status which takes stock of
what the DNA Project has achieved, and
what it should do next. It includes a request
for your feedback so I hope you will oblige.
• Colonel Sir Robert Warburton 1842-99 In
Issue 1 I had an article on Colonel Robert
Warburton, who, as a gunnery officer,
participated in the First Afghan War. This is
the story of his son who was born in an
Afghan fort during that war before escaping
to India with his mother, an Afghan Princess.
Robert Junior became famous for his exploits
on the North West Frontier where he was the
Political Officer in charge of the Khyber Pass.
Issue 4
• A Genealogical Journey which describes
how a new DNA match has disproved
previous assumptions and resulted in the
combination of two clans.
• The Diary of Henry Warburton which is a
transcript of the diary Henry kept on a
voyage from Australia to England in 1880-1.
Issue 5
• Always Turn the Page is an extract from a
book of the same name by David Robinson.
The book is about Robinson family history,
which includes some Warburton ancestors.
The extract concerns those Warburton
ancestors who lived in Summerseat, near
Bury in Lancashire.
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• Who are Sam Warburton’s Ancestors
Sam Warburton was captain of the Wales
Rugby Union team that reached the semifinals of the recent Rugby World Cup in New
Zealand. The article describes my research
into his ancestors.
• From Misfit to Hero is the story of WWII
flying ace Wing Commander Adrian
Warburton, DSO and bar, DFC and 2 bars,
DFC (USA), who was also known as ‘mad
Warby of Malta’.
• A Tragic Event contains the Warrington
Guardian transcripts referred to above.
Issue 6
• The Story of the Poynton Clan The clan I
have spent longest developing during in the
last six months is the Poynton Clan. It proved
to be both bigger, and more interesting than I
expected and that is described in this article.

and the recurrence of the name Josiah in
subsequent generations of Warburtons.
Issue 8
• Haslingden Notes This article follows my
work on the Haslingden parish records and
includes my promised notes on sources, and
an update on A Confusing Family (Issue 3).
• DNA Developments This article covers
developments in two areas, a new
Warburton-Dutton DNA link, and a new,
cheaper entry level DNA test from Family
Tree DNA. It also explores their impact on
the Warburton DNA Project.
• New Warburton Website I have recently
decided to relocate my website. This article
describes why the change is being made,
what is similar, what is new, and how it
affects Society members, and Friends of the
project.

• A Lancashire Clan is this issue's DNA
article. Recent DNA results have produced a
small group of matches and near matches
that caused me to take a closer look at
mutation rates, and allele frequencies. This
article discusses my findings and
conclusions.

• Button Sahib This is a transcription of the
obituary of John Paul Warburton that
appeared in The Times in 1919, and which
was the inspiration for the title of this
Newsletter.

• Choppy Warburton and his Little Black
Bottle is the story of a 19th century athlete
who became an early and successful trainer
of cyclists before falling from grace and
earning a reputation as the man who
introduced drugs into cycling. This article
explores his career, and whether his
reputation was justified

• DNA Indicates Warburtons’ Norman
Ancestry This is an overview of the
material in the subsequent articles which I
hope might form the basis for articles that
might appear in other Journals.

Issue 7
• The Search for John This is about my
search for the John who is recorded as the
father of a Josiah Warburton who was
baptised at St Mary, the parish church of
Bowdon, in 1818.
• The Story of Hale Chapel takes the role of
my ancestor Josiah Warburton (1658-1730)
in the founding of Hale Chapel as a basis for
a discussion of the history of non-conformity
in Bowdon parish, the life of Josiah himself,
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•

Issue 9

• My Warburton Theory In order to assess
what we might know I have adopted a
scientific approach of setting out a theory that
best explains the known facts. As new
information comes to light this theory may be
strengthened, invalidated, or need
modification.
• Is Warburton Single Origin? Whilst the
name Warburton derives from a single
geographical location, a recent article in the
Journal of One Name Studies suggests there
are too many Warburtons to have been
descended from a single first Warburton.
• The Cheshire Group The most significant
development is the identification of a
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matching group of Warburtons and Duttons
which appears to descend from Odard de
Dutton, and which forms a group within a
larger group called The Kings Cluster. The
Warburton half of this group is the Cheshire
group comprising 10 matched DNA results.
This article describes the members of the
group, their Dutton match, and the Kings
Cluster.
• The Big Y Test and Results Big Y is a
new DNA test from Family Tree DNA.
Warburton and Dutton results are advancing
our knowledge of the Warburton-Dutton
group. This article attempts to describe the
test and how it is significant.
• The Future This article discusses the
implications for the Warburton DNA Project,
including the Lancashire group of 5 matched
results, and strategies for testing for group
membership.

Issue 11
• Mary Warburton’s Obligation 1719 Ann
Cooper asked for my help in deciphering an
old document. This article compares my
efforts with images of the document.
• Elizabeth Jane’s Tapestry Photographs
and a story about a tapestry made in 1836..
• Tottington Clan Updated When I
investigated the ancestry of John, The
Somerset Herald, I realised he belonged to
the Tottington Clan. This article explains how.
• Nineteenth Century Social Mobility This
is the story of the trial of John Warburton for
acting as an apothecary without license, and
how he recovered to become a doctor, and
the head of a family of doctors.
• The Warburtons of Jamaica There are a
number of Afro Caribbean Warburtons from
Jamaica. How might this be?

Issue 10

Issue 12

• Was my Great Grandmother a
Warburton? This was was sent to me by
Ann Wills and was the first post that included
real story. It recounted her great
grandmother’s story of her origins.

• A Morley Family I have developed a new
clan, soon to be published, for a family from
Morley, near Wilmslow, following queries
from Harold Schofield. This articles describes
some of the issues that arose.

• Richard III and the False Paternity This
is an article on the 2014 discovery of a ‘false
paternity’ following DNA tests on the
exhumed body of King Richard III of
England..

• Three Unusual Siblings One of my
earliest mysteries revolved around an
unmatched DNA result from a family
descended from a Josiah, normally a name
associated with my own clan. It now
transpires that Josiah was make believe and
we were dealing with an Alice Warburton who
had three illegitimate children with three
fathers. However Alice is linked to my clan.

• John Warburton, Somerset Herald This
is a biography of John Warburton, a farmer’s
son from Elton, near Bury who rose, more by
his wits than education, to become Somerset
Herald.
• Three Henrys of Haslingden I recently
produced a long article on my quest to
identify the ancestors of the Henry of
Haslingden who married Alice Thredfield and
was grandfather of the Joseph Warburton
who emigrated to Utah in 1860. He was one
of three Henrys who were baptised within 2
years, and married twenty years later.
• Books Information on three books.
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• The Origins of the Garryhinch Clan I was
prompted to explore the clan’s origins further
by comments in the biography of PGE (Eliot)
Warburton MC. I found an article in The
Cheshire and Lancashire Historical
Collector dated February 1st 1854 that
refuted a number of claims made by
contemporary members of the Garryhinch
clan. These claims were based on erroneous
material in the 2nd edition of Burke’s
Landed Gentry. I was also able to extend
the clan with information from Eliot’s
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biography, and from Gary Merrill. Finally
Eliot’s daughter Anne, Britain’s first female
ambassador, died in 2015.
• A Story from Prince Edward Island This
story was sent to me by Alan Murray whose
forebears worked on the Garryhinch estate
and, like a branch of the Warburtons,
emigrated to Prince Edward Island.
• An Unusual Painting This is the story of a
painting which hangs in Sherborne Lodge,
said to be of John Dutton of Dutton.
Investigation shows he is Judge Peter
Warburton who was involved in the trials of
Guy Fawkes, and Sir Walter Raleigh.
• Warburtons and the Industrial
Revolution Some insights from Capital and
Innovation by Charles Foster. North West
England had some specific attributes that
made it the engine of the Industrial
Revolution.
• DNA Roundup A discussion of recent
discoveries and insights from the Warburton
DNA Project.
• Three Shorts:
• The Six Medals I was informed of a
pub called The Six Medals in honour of
Mad Warby of Malta.
• Forebears The announcement of a
new genealogy portal.
• New Photos of Henry Hulme
Warburton MD of Santa Clara, and his
wife Catherine.
Issue 13
• Warburton Family History Day This was
held at the Altrincham Conservative Club
on Saturday October 18th.
• Harry Warburton (or Brooks) Harry
Warburton fought and died in WWI.
However his name isn’t on the Memorial in
his local church. This article explains why.
• Why the Shocklach Clan has become
the Tilston Clan Information from Paul
Straney in Australia led me to reevaluate
the early part of the Shocklach clan with the
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result that a major part of it became a new
Tilston clan. Furthermore a DNA test
produced a match with another previously
unmatched clan..
• A Family of Clog Makers This story
centres on a relationship in Glasgow which
produced a daughter, and probably a son
but there is no indication of a marriage.
What can be deduced from the evidence?
• Bury and Massachusetts Clan This is
the clan of Eric Warburton, one of the BigY
testers from the Lancashire Group. Eric
sent me his family tree a while ago but it
has taken me some time to extract the
Warburton line, and bring it into line with
the style of other clans
• S6881 and The Lancashire Clan This
article brings up to date DNA developments
relating to the Lancashire Group which has
been found to fall into two separate legs a
haplotree of the SNPs that lie below SNP
S6881.
• The Curious Case of Grave 811 Whilst
developing the Ashley and Morley clan I
discovered what looks like an instance of
grave reuse. Is this really the case?
• Haslingden and Radcliffe Clan Update
The story of a whole new line to the
Radcliffe part of this clan that was
prompted when I received an obituary from
a newspaper.
• Other Updates A collection of other
updates I’ve done over the last few months.
• Clan Tree Style Guide I have developed
a Style Guide to help anyone who would
like to prepare a clan tree for inclusion on
the Warburton Website.
Issue 14
• Warburton Day 2017 This is a copy of an article
written for a couple of Family History Society
magazines that describes the event at Altrincham
Conservative Club last October, and announces two
events in 2017, one in Altrincham and one in
London.
• Highway Robbery in Bowdon This is a story
from an old Victorian book that describes a robbery
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that was suffered by John Warburton, salt carrier,
around 1820.
• Two Myths Slain by DNA I watched a YouTube
video on Viking DNA which had a couple of
interesting implications for Warburtons.
• A Warburton Bible Looking for Home A bible
containing several family records is being offered to
any close relatives.
• Tottington Manor Halmote Records There are a
number of Warburton references in the 16th century
records of Tottington Manor which relate to the
earliest ancestors of the Edenfield clan. This article
announces a new paper (see the Papers page of
the website) which explains these references.
• The Dutton Tree by P. H. Lawson This concerns
my transcription of this tree, which starts several
generations before Odard, and comes down to the
20th century.
• Two New Prospective Houghton Clans I have
developed two small new clans in the Houghton
area from materials given to me on the Warburton
Day.
• Haslingden Clan Extension Another
development of material from the Warburton Day.
• Sergeant William Warburton I was sent a
photograph of William and it seemed appropriate to
show it alongside his story.
• Amelia Warburton (nee Stokes) This is the story
of an early Australian immigrant, her two husbands,
and (possibly) 19 children.
• Papal Marriage Dispensation I was alerted to a
marvellous document that resides in Manchester
University Library concerning the marriage of Wise
Piers Warburton, the builder of Arley Hall.
• Notes on the Warburton Village Clan Again as a
result of inputs from the Warburton Day I have been
updating the Warburton Village clan. This article
covers a number of issues which arose from those
updates.
• Who is Alice Renshaw? Several trees on
Ancestry make Alice my 9x great grandmother but I
can find no evidence to support this. This article
looks at the facts.
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